An Aluminized explosive formulation design (AFED) model based on Gene Expression Programming and the description of the problem were proposed in this research. This model took different compositions and productions as important factors into consideration. The chromosome was coded by multi-gene family including both proportionment and explosion heat. Meanwhile, according to the theory of formulation design, a special doublehomology-gene was proposed, and two fitness functions were designed respectively for common gene and doublehomology-gene combined with the VLW equation. The simulation experimental result validated the feasibility of the proposed model and algorithm.
Introduction
Explosives melt casting is a large-scale filling technique, usually mixed HMX, RDX, AL with TNT for the liquid component, adding RDX, HMX form a solid content as high as 40% to 70% of the multi-phase non-Newtonian fluid, widely used in armament to obtain high-energy but low-sensitivity explosives in and abroad [1] [2] [3] .Aluminum has two fundamental applications in explosives-it can be used as a sensitizer in various commercial formulations in small amounts and as a power enhancer in both military and commercial explosives in relatively large amounts. Aluminized explosives are characterized in general by relatively low "brisance" but high (under water, open air and underground) blast potential. The low relative "brisance" of aluminized explosives has been attributed in the past to incomplete reaction of Al at the "Chapment-Jouguet plane," all the high blast-potential to after-burning of aluminium. Thus early unpublished shaped charge studies with aluminized explosives, interpreted in light of the observed linear variation with detonation pressure of hole depth and volume from jets in uniform targets indicated that aluminium acts effectively as a diluents as far as the end effect, e.g., shaped charge action, is concerned. More careful study showed, however, that aluminium even more, sometimes quite considerably more, than ideal diluents. The effectively endothermic reaction of Al in the detonation wave may be seen, for example, in the results of detonation pressure measurements, the detonation pressures of tritonal and PBX were less than in TNT and composition B, respectively. This is significant particularly in view of the known pronounced effect of density on pressure. The reaction mechanism of Aluminized explosives detonation is still remain a big controversy, in spite of aluminized mixture explosive is a class of high power density and high-explosive.
This article presents experimental studies designed to provide data for the determination of the behaviour of aluminium in explosives. Since some theoretical treatments of non-idea detonation make use of wave shape, measurements of the shapes of the wave fronts of these explosives are also presented.
Mathematical model

Explosive reaction equation
The aluminum will be oxidized in the first time, when the explosive reaction happened. We established the mathematical model by the rule of B-W equation, and considered all the possible explosion products which are shown below:
In which:
(2)
Aluminized explosive heat mathematic model
We simplified the equation (2) as the target function as below:
In which: 
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Aluminized explosive heat mathematic model based on GEP
Genetic algorithms have been widely used for parameter optimization [4, 5] ; in that case, the simple chromosomes of the GA encode the values of the different parameters. Whether in binary or floatingpoint format, the different parameters of a function are directly encoded in the simple GA chromosomes. The Gene expression programming can be used to do parameter optimization more efficiently [6, 7, 8] and, in this article we will use gene expression programming to estimate the explosion heat of Aluminized explosive. We will express aluminized explosive model as GEP rules.
The function we optimized with the GEP-PO algorithm is the function of equation (3).For the sake of simplicity, we used a small set of five random constants per gene and represent them by the numerals0-4, thus giving R= {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. The ephemeral random constants "?" was drawn from the rational interval [-2, 2] . The complete list of the parameters used per run is shown in Table 1 . 
The evolutionary result
The expression of the best individual was found after run for 49986 of generations until no further improvement was observed. Part of the evolutionary result presented in table 2(the number in square brackets indicates the generation by which these solution were discovered), and the value of the function variable are shown in equation (5) 
We could infer that the largest explosive heat of Aluminized explosive is 9669.7kJ/kg, and the proportion of the explosive composition is TNT:RDX:AL:WAX=28.1117:36:30.888:5.It can be seen that oxygen would oxide the Al powder at the very first place .The excess oxygen would oxygen the hydrogen into water, and then carbon and oxygen into carbon dioxide if there is still excess oxygen, so that the objective function to be generated by the product is in line with the largest heat principle.
conclusion
As the study showed that the algorithm based on GEP is able to find the global maximum of complicate function with great precision, and the Aluminized explosive formulation design (AFED) model based on Gene Expression Programming we proposed in this research could resolve the problem encountered in the aluminized explosive formulation design. The simulation experimental result validated the feasibility of the proposed model and algorithm, and it could be used as a reference work to guide the explosive formulation design in the future. 
